The following inquiries have been received in relation to the above-mentioned process:

**Question #1**: In the Terms of reference it is established that the estimated start date of the project is March 2022 and the duration is 6 months.

But “Expected Results/Deliverables” and “Scope of Offer Price and Payment Schedule” establish that the work would finish in June.
What is the actual finish date of the project? June or August?

**Answer to question #1**: The assignment will have a duration of 6 months after the signature of the contract, the results and deliverables dates will be also accommodated to the date of signature but keeping the time intervals described in the TORs. While the expected time to complete deliverables will be four months after the signature of the contract, the contract duration will be six months in case additional time is necessary to complete the tasks. As a reminder, this is a deliverable-based/lump sum contract.

**Question #2**: Also “Expected Products/Deliverables” and “Scope of Offer Price and Payment Schedule” establish that the payment will be made in 3 installments (30% March, 40% May and 30% June).

Is it possible to receive the payment in 2 installments, 25% in March and 75% after finishing the work in July?
Answer to question #2: This is a deliverable-based contract and payments will be processed only upon receipt of agreed products. The deliverables percentage change is not possible, this has been calculated between the complexity of the product to be delivered.

*End of the clarification*